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STOP PRESS

HRC to enter a team in the National 24 hour time
trial Championships on June 25th/26th 2011.
As one season draws to a close, another one is already in the offing. However this event is going to need a lot
of planning and support, and a great deal of training too! The HRC have drummed up support for at least 3
confirmed riders (2 more interested and space for a few more) for the 24 hour Time Trial being held pre
Olympics in the South of England, promotedby the East Sussex C.A.. We really need the Club members to
be get involved and lend support in whatever way possible. All members are being called to arms. Don’t
think what can the club do for you, think what you can do for the club. Look out for more details.

Don’t forget “The Clonmore Inter Club Event, Sun 26th Sept”
The annual competition between Worthing Excesior, SDV, BRCC and HRC. A 25 mile Time trial on the
P901/25 07.30am start. Names to be given to the Secretary ten days before the event, (so on or before the
15th September). HQ is Aldingbourne Community Sports Centre, Westergate, 2 or 3 miles south of the start.

A new Time trials Secretary will be required for the 2011 Season, now that Sean
is stepping down after a couple of Seasons organising the evening 10s, with his better half Julie of course.

Monday Club nights begin for the Autumn/Winter on Monday 6th
September 7.30pm to 9.30pm Emsworth International Hall, Emsworth Square.
The well fed Final Tuesday at West Stoke Village hall, missing only those on holiday!
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HAPPY DAYS IN THE FRENCH ALPS JULY2010 by Peter Dawson
Oh no they were not ! Well some of them were I suppose. When I have bored you all in the past about my
cycling holidays at least I enjoyed them! Looking back after a month at home I feel that most of the journey
was a nightmare.So here we go with my tale.
First of all about the background, I know that several of the club members have been on CTC group tours,
this was my second. It was called Ventoux to the Alp D‘Huez. Just that title should have warned me off! The
excellent leader was Sheila Simpson, a very experienced tour leader, When I first contacted her about the
tour I gave her my age and fitness, she said I would be ok for the trip, so I booked my place, silly boy
July 2nd., Margaret drove me to Godstone in Surrey where good old clubmate Derek Harris picked me up.
Bye bye to Margaret, then off to stay overnight with Derek & Jean at their home on the Isle of Sheppey.
The entire venture was somewhat in doubt. A week prior to the off I collected a poisoned big toe. Andy
Langdown came to my rescue, he met me in hospital and in cahoots with another surgeon Dave Dalton of the
Fareham Wheelers, laughingly suggested they would remove my toe! Anyway with my feet shod with
sandals with cleats (Thanks to Derek Hayday) I just made the deadline for the trip. To my knowledge no
active member of the HRC had travelled to France via the European Bike Express. This bus travels down to
Dover, stopping at pre-arranged towns to pick up the cycling passengers. My nearest pick up was at
Maidstone, with Derek and Jean living so close by I gladly accepted Derek`s offer for an overnight stay. Next
morning Derek dropped me off at a service station where the bike was loaded onto the bus trailer.
On board were all of the group of twelve bikies. Dover and Calais soon passed by, then off on the long
overnight run to Orange. Sleep was difficult even tho you had plenty of leg-room, so we reached Orange
somewhat weary at 4-30 in the morning! We were a mixed group, four ladies, eight men all of a different
cycling background. At 5-00 am we set off, stopping for breakfast in the town of Vaison-la-Romaine. I had
sad feelings upon reaching Vaison, a few years ago on the Mt. Ventoux holiday organised by Laurie Pither
we had a happy lunch stop in Vaison. My toe was ok but already I was feeling off colour, with a loaded bike
and the extreme heat I reached the stopping town of Buis-les-Baronnies feeling very tired. One day and I was
knackered! I chose this tour because each cycling day was followed by a day of rest .On this rest day. six of
the men chose to climb Mt. Ventoux. I went with the ladies and one other man for a 40 mile hilly ride. It was
extremely hot. My suprise and delight was the lunch stop in the village of Brantes. It was here that with
Margaret on Laurie’s tour we also had lunch, I have a photo sitting on the same seat as with Margaret.
That evening with one other lady, Valerie, I bought food to share on the next days trip, poor Valerie did not
get her share, I dumped it at the summit of the Col de Percy! In the morning before we left Buis, along with
Roy, a good climber, we posted a pile of clothing back home. This made us late in leaving. Before starting on
the col, the road steadily became harder, Sheila said wait until you reach the Col de Percy! How I suffered,
every kilometre I stopped to cool down, legs were ok but the heat and gradient made me so ill.
A good companion Dave from Epsom, stayed with me and nursed me to the summit, where I layed down
sleeping and eating glucose. (That is where Valerie`s lunch was dumped) By now she was miles away in
front. Following a long descent, I rode carefully feeling dizzy, we met up with the rest of the group in the
town of Serries. With a small group I managed to reach our hotel in Aspres. Dinner was a struggle to eat, all I
wanted was my bed.
Next morning after 10 hours sleep, I waved good-bye to all of those going for a ride, blow the bike, so off to
the nearby park with my book. After lunch I settled down to watch the TDF on tv. When the group who went
out in the morning returned, they said it was hard going due to the near 40 degree heat. That had me worried
about tomorrow.
To-day Sheila decided to set us off in groups, With my room-mate Graham and four others we set off. The
early miles were very pleasant, riding alongside a river. Then the col de Percy, problems arose once more.
This time the long hard climb up the 1440 mtr. Col de Festra had me in a daze, the heat! Every kilo I stopped
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to cool off, I had three water bottles and all of them used. I filled my hat with water, not to drink but to ease
my poor old head! Here comes the best part, Claire and her husband Steve were with me, Claire a strong
rider, offered to take some of my load. Steve was carrying most of their luggage so into Claires pannier went
all of my load that fitted! Good for you Claire! The remainder of the ride to the town of Corps was not so
hard except for a nasty climb to the hotel. All in all I had not suffered like the ride to Aspres.
Rest day once more, ha-ha. Feeling dizzy and tired I stayed and did my washing. Later I went out for a short
ride, en route I met Claire, she had enough for the day. I cycled onwards to the village of Aspres-les-Corps
where plodding up a stiff climb I found a nice quiet spot for my lunch. Continuing upwards slowly dropping
into my lowest gear at 3mph, I arrived at the top of the Col de Festarlat. Stopping at the top along came
Francis Sheila`s partner. Like myself he had enough. We cycled back to Corps had a couple of beers and
watched the tour on tv.
An early start, Claire Steve and myself left Corps at 8-30 again with three bottles of water. Straight away we
climbed for three miles. This unknown col had me riding a gear of 28 by 34 and I still walked one very steep
section! Climb, descend climb again was the order of the day. The biggy of the day was the everlasting Col
de Orman. On the early part I went reasonably well but faded as it became so steep. For a couple of kilos I
walked, I felt absolutley worn out. Back on the bike and after 15 kilometres of awful struggle there were the
rest of the gang guzzling drinks. After two cans of coke and a rest, along came a long long drop around the
hairpin bends to the town of Bourg d Oisans This town is famous due to it being the centre of many well
known mountains The Alp d Huez being on the doorstep of the town. Boy did I flake out in the hotel! In the
evening we heard rolls of thunder, it rained and cooled the air.
Next day feeling shaky I did my washing after a
nice breakfast. At 9-30 I went for a ride in a
gorge with a fast flowing river along side,
slightly up hill for a while. 10 miles and back I
went. I did stop to swap my front brake blocks
for the rear. They made an awful noise when
braking, the swap did the trick. Back at Bourg I
climbed the dreaded Alp! Well to be true I rode
up for half a mile! At least I can boast that I have
climbed the Alp!
Sheila hearing of my desire to climb a famous
alp said why don’t you go on the bus with the
bike to the top of the Col de Lauteret. With
Sheila and Claire who were going to a garden on
the Lauteret I did just that. The Lauteret was not
all that steep but about 15 miles long so I
planned to ride back to Bourg after climbing the
famous Col de Galibier. For years it had been
one of my ambitions to climb a big TDF
mountain. Well you cannot do better than the
Galibier. From the Lauteret the Galibier summit
is 8 kilometres of hard riding. As you climb lots
of faded names of the tour riders are visible on
the road.Now I was actually riding where the
likes of Fausto Coppi had been! Several stops for
a rest, what scenery! Before long I was in the
snow line, the summit seemed to take ages to reach but there I was on top of the Galibier.
A bunch of Aussies took my photo and praised me on getting there at 78 years of age. I felt proud as well.
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Down I went braking very carefully, then down and down the Lauteret all the way to Bourg hardly pedaling
for 30 miles!
Next day many of the gang were riding up the Alp d’Huez. Not fancying that I opted to go with a small group
up the Col de Glandon. I knew I was slowly getting worn out but I went. Another boiling day, a 10 mile ride
in the valley and then the Glandon. Oh what a plonker I was to attempt the Glandon. It goes on and on, not
all that steep but never ending. I did not know that I was near the top, but with another of our group named
John we stopped and decided that we were at the end of our tether. So down we went! Even on the flat I was
weary, like me my computer had packed up!
We left Bourg in a group because the days route was somewhat difficult to negotiate. For the first time on the
tour I fancied breakfast but was worried about my climbing ability. I knew we had some nasty climbs up the
road. For 15 miles we sped along the road towards Grenoble. As to my surprise I went reasonably well on the
5 mile climb up a narrow lane to our stop at the town of Laffrey. I even passed Valerie who up till now
always was miles in front of me.Laffrey hosted the TDF on our day of arrival. It was difficult to sqeeze our
way to our hotel beside the lovely lake Laffrey. After a shower I made my way up to see the tour pass
through, I found a nice shady tree and settled down for a nice kip. Up came the riders, having ridden up a 1st
cat climb. Oh to be young!
Hot hot hot was the next day, I was worried about to-days ride, the long climbs and the heat was scary.
Leaving Laffrey we had a short climb then down we went for 20 miles. The towering peaks in the distance
were a tremendous sight. Before long we were in the town of Vif for a coffee stop. Then the never ending
climb overlooking Grenoble began, I only stopped four times to rest in the shade. The gradient was like
climbing Portsdown hill but it was 12 miles long! We were now in the Vercours region of France, the big
mountains all around us. Feeling a lot more sprightly the final miles to Villard de Lans came as a pleasing
surprise. That evening I phoned Margaret in a happier mood.
Rest day once more, a lot cooler thank goodness, alone I cycled 18 miles on flat roads, just one climb up the
Col de Croix Perrin. To descend out came my jacket for the first time. Back in Villards I could not find the
hotel! Pushing my bike around the town totally lost, I heard someone call out. Inside a cafe was Sheila
having her lunch!
The last day! A long ride to catch the bus in Valence. What a ride through the Gorges la Bourne. Clad in our
jackets we flew through, the cliffs on both sides of of the narrow road, haipins all the way. Concentration
was required! A long climb later in the day, I was delighted to climb quite well. Now came THE DESCENT!
For mile after mile down we flew, I stopped to allow my wheels to cool due to the constant braking. The
plain below looked as if you were flying in a plane looking down. Into Valence where we changed into
proper clothing so as to look smart on board the bus for home.
It seemed odd that I finished the tour in reasonable shape then only to become ill after arriving home.No
doubt it was climbing those awful mountains that caused it.
It has taken me three weeks to read my diary about the holiday, till then I did not want to think about it!
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POSTBAG
Many thanks to Ros for booking the night at Chichester Festival Theatre for the club. The show, 42nd Street, was
excellent, and a 14 piece big band "live" on stage gave that extra oomph recorded music cannot match. A very
professional cast who gave their all.

Peter Courtnell
And Another Thing.
I read with interest Part 1 of 'Navy Nicks' article on cruising the world on the 'Grey Funnel Line', aka The Royal Navy,
my experience in the 1950's was slightly different. The Regiment I was serving with was posted ' lock, stock and barrel'
to Germany, the Regimental band played on the quay side as we boarded a troop ship.
From there on it was hardly civilised, several hundred men, several decks down, hundreds of beds stacked
about four deep, no mattress, no pillow, just bare springs to lay on, not allowed to remove any clothing and as it was a
night sailing we were not allowed on deck. Take my beloved 'Hetchins' not a chance. Weighted down with a kit bag
with most of my worldly possessions including a tin helmet, I couldn't have coped with it even if it was allowed, which
it wasn't. Disembarking at the 'Hook' as an NCO I was put in charge of the ' baggage wagon' a cattle truck, and started
the rail journey across Holland to the East German Border.
As an Armoured Fighting Vehicle mechanic, the Guards regiment I was attached to was an armoured car
reconnaissance,where they went so did I, this meant patrolling the East German border alongside the fence and we
ploughed the strip for days. When we were not doing that we took part in 'schemes' that practised what the Regiment
would do if the Red Armour rolled across the border, called out in the middle of the night, the whole regiment moving
forward up to the border, then there was guard and recovery vehicles duties. Ride a bike, I should be so lucky, not a
chance. Nick, you don't know how lucky you were cruising the world, riding your bike, all at Her Majesty's expense, Oh
and unlike you Nick, I wasn't there by choice.
Brian Hall
Hi Chris,
My name is Laura Jones and I work for a recruitment company called Vane Recruitment. We are based in Portsmouth and supply
staff to various companies within the local area. My main client is Wiggle. I recruit people for their warehouse and customer
service team but I sometimes struggle to find people with a real love for cycling and bikes! If anyone in your club is ever looking
to work within the cycling industry would you please be kind enough to send them to me? If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me on the numbers below.
Kind Regards
Laura Jones Senior Consultant T: 02392 361115 F: 02392 361117 M: 07919 926796 laura@vaneltd.com
1 Sovereign Gate, 308-314 Commercial Road, Portsmouth, Hants, PO1 4BL

Many thanks to Kathy and David for the "picnic"
at their house on Sunday, 22nd August, in
celebration of David's 70th birthday. Although it
wasn't picnic weather, we all enjoyed a very
pleasant afternoon with lots of chat plus scones,
jam and cream and a selection of cakes
including a birthday cake sporting a photograph
of the birthday boy himself.
Most people arrived by car apart from Brian Hall
who'd been getting the miles in in the morning
and arrived like a true Hampshire Road Club
member on his bike, but looking at the storm
clouds brewing, was thinking of loading the bike
in Ros's car for the homeward journey.
Many thanks once again, Kathy and Dave, and
who's the ‘next person’ with a big birthday?
Pete and Sheila

Hi, HRC
I wanted to let you know about Ride + Stride, a
sponsored cycle ride between churches. It is a
quintessentially British event on Saturday 11th
September, which raises money to repair church roofs or
fix bell towers – saving church buildings for their
communities.
It’s a chance to explore the landscape in a different way and discover some of the glorious church buildings we have. People can choose
their own routes, so some might choose to cycle between 40 churches, others between two or three. Many of the churches also provide
delicious home-made refreshments for weary visitors.
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Is this something that your group would like to be involved with? More info can be found here - www.rideandstrideuk.org – Hope to see you
Riding and Striding this September!
Anna Mertens
amertens@brunswickgroup.com

Editors Ramblings
I’ve not said much for a few months. Is that a good thing? On the last Tuesday 10, I was last rider off and
like the TDF, I brought the Tuesday evenings home. I now know what it must be like with all the Press, team
cars, fans and officials following the Yellow Jersey. One of the Marshalls had the cheek to race me the last
mile and a half too! Only winnning the maximum handicap points could give my point’s total the highest
they have ever been. That mental picture of last man home gave me the boost that I needed and by 1 second
only, did I snatch the 3pts and achieve my highest points total ever. (I didn’t hold much hope for points in the
Clonmore with all the Aero boys and girls.) I’d like to thank Peter C too that night, for ‘The President’s
Buffet’ at the end of the evening to celebrate the end of the season and his period of office coming to a close.
Then we rolled to The Richmond Arms (and Paul did buy a round!) only to find out that as I write this The
Richmond is to become a Restaurant, so no more taking on liquid there.
The 24hr tt is an exciting challenge for the Club, a chance opportunity for the South of England,
something requiring a lot of planning, thought, and some strong mental attitude. Looking at Peter D’s article
reproduced in full to appreciate what he did recently, he was clearly showing mind over matter.
Note the inclusion of Haydn’s cartoon for the Duo Normand, a favourite event for September, although I
don’t think the HRC are entering any teams this year, but after all that training next year, who knows. I bet
you are wondering how I can make all this jabber so topical. Don’t! See you on the road maybe on the fixed,
and don’t forget the Vuelta, World Championships, plus the Audax event October 17th and Hill Climb on
November 7th both organised by the HRC. Also, good luck to the PTTLers on Sept 12th event 7, we need a
minimum of 3 riders and I can’t make this one.
The Ed.

HRC EVENTS featuring HRC riders
28 riders
HRC Grand Prix de Gents 2up ttt 10m 27th July 2010
Name
Race Winners Peter McGuinness & Frasier Nurse
Keith Drew & Brian Hall
Chris McGuire & Den Tapping
Alun Tribe & Derek Harris
SOLO's
Winner Darryl Rice
Andy Langdown
Sean Ellliott

Club
SDV
HRC
HRC
HRC

Time
23.13
26.47
27.02
29.02

SDV
HRC
HRC

23.06
23.53
26.21

H’Cap

20 riders clear cool evening, still a bit of sun.
HRC 10m Hilly
3rd Aug 2010

P843 Club

Actual Time
Min.sec

H’Cap time

Points

Winner Andy Langdown

HRC

23.36

23.36

3

Den Tapping

HRC

24.58

22.13

2+3(H)

Paul Whitehead

HRC

24.59

22.38

1+2(H)

Keith Drew

HRC

27.09

23.33

1(H)

Chris McGuire

HRC

27.42

23.37
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6 riders quite bad weather!
HRC 10m 10th Aug 2010

P843 Club

Actual Time Min.sec

Winner David Dalton
Andy Page
David Belcher
Malcolm Waters

FWCC
SDV
Sotonia CC
HRC

23.22
25.14
26.49
32.15

Ryan Adams

HRC

35.23

Andy Langdown

HRC

DNF

H’Cap time

Points

18 riders, quite autumnal grey and cool.
HRC 10m 17th Aug
2010

P843
Club

Actual Time
Min.sec

H'Cap
time

Points

Winner Darryl Rice

SDV

23.37

Andy Langdown

HRC

23.48

23.48

3+1(H)

Paul Whitehead

HRC

25.31

23.36

2+2(H)

Den Tapping

HRC

25.52

23.58

1

Chris McGuire

HRC

28.13

23.35

3(H)

Keith Drew

HRC

28.29

24.24

Ryan Adams

HRC

36.53

24.34

Don’t forget the end of Season event.
The Presidents ride on Sunday 24th October 9-30am meet at Soberton village
hall car park for end of season mystery and easy club run. Thanks Peter.
2010 Handicap points:
(Subject to checking by the Handicapper Bert Nancarrow and each Club rider’s own results)
Events
R Adams
K Drew
S Elliot
S Farrugia
G Ferrett
A Langdown
C McGuire
D Tapping
D Watt
P Whitehead

11/04

13/04

20/04

27/04

4/05

16/05

18/05

2+3(H)

25/05

1(H)

2+2(H) 2+3(H) 2+2(H)
15/06

29/06

6/07

2

13/07
3(H)

20/07
3(H)

2(H)
3(H)

3/08
1(H)

1+2(H)
2
3+1(H) 3+1(H) 3+1(H) 3+2(H)
3
3
2(H)
1(H)
1(H)
1+2(H)
1
1
2+3(H)
2+3(H)

2

3(H)

2

1

2

1+2(H)
7

8/06
3(H)

1+3(H) 1(H)
2(H)
1(H)
3(H)
2
3+3(H)
3
3
3+1(H) 3
3+2(H) 2+2(H) 3
3+3(H)
2(H)
1(H)
2(H)
1(H)
1+3(H) 1
1+3(H) 1
1+1(H) 1+2(H) 1

Events (cont)
R Adams
K Drew
S Elliot
S Farrugia
G Ferrett
A Langdown
C McGuire
D Tapping
D Watt
P Whitehead

1/06

3
3+1(H)
2.5(H)
1+2.5(H) 1

2+1(H)
10/08
N
O
P
O
I
N
T
S

17/08

2+1(H)

2+2(H)

26/09 Total
6
12

3+1(H)
3(H)
1

21
10
65
14.5
32.5

2+2(H)
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Portsdown Time Trial League Team Event 2010, after Event 6
Points
Position
Club
1st
SDV
2nd
PNECC
Event
3rd
FWCC
1
OFF
4th
iteam
4th
HRC
6th
Team Axiom
7th
Velocity

Event 2
344
332
341
322
303
294
120

Event 3 Event 4 Event 5
340
352
342
339
343
338
341
309
342
334
320
332
341
332
207
205
100
117

Event 6
345
334
349
322
328
199

Event 7

Event 8

Total
1723
1686
1682
1630
1511
798
237

(PTTL HRC rider overall standings: Andy Langdown 2nd, Gary Ferrett 10th, Den Tapping 14th, Chris
McGuire 19th, Duncan Watt 50th, Keith Drew 55th)

Other events in the area featuring Club riders:
PNECC 2up TTT 15km p829
shortened finish 22/7/10
Dee Ferrett PNE & Gary Ferrett
HRC 28.59
PNECC 16km p813 altered start
5/08/10
Gary Ferrett 21.56
Dee Ferrett 30.29
PNECC Ladies only 10km 190810
p829
Dee Ferrett 20.11
FWCC p829 29/07/10 10m
Gary Ferrett 23.54
Dee Ferrett 33.21
35km : Sunday 8th August 2010 :
07.30 P822
7th Garry Ferrett 55.07
12th Andy Langdown 57.08
16th Den Tapping 59.11
29th Chris McGuire 1.08.01
a3crg Summer 10 series 14-Jul-2010
P881
Brian Hall 27.50
Mick Churcher 30.31

a3crg Summer 10 series 21-Jul-2010
P881
Simon Tout VBCC winner 20.11
Brian Hall 27.21
Mick Churcher 29.32

BRCC Hilly 10m p903/10 29/07/10
D Tapping 27.34
B Hall 33.05
M Churcher 39.10
R Adams DNF

a3crg Summer 10 series - 2-up TTT
28-Jul-2010 P881
Simon Tout VBCC winner 20.49
Brian Hall 28.48
Mick Churcher 30.48

BRCC 10m P901/10 5th Aug
J Cox 26.14
B Hall 26.59
M Churcher 29.34

a3crg Summer 10 series 04-Aug2010 P881
Mick Churcher 31.20
a3crg Summer 10 series 11-Aug2010 P881
Gary Ferrett 22.09
Brian Hall 26.48
Mick Churcher 30.56
VBCC (Simon Tout organised)P881
Sat 7th Aug
Winner Chris Ball Sigma Sport 19.15
Paul Whitehead 23.14
Brian Hall 26.51
Mick Churcher 29.14
Ryan Adams 33.55

BRCC 25m P901/25 8th Aug
J Cox 1.12.20
BRCC 10m P901/10 12th Aug
B Hall 26.56 joint finish!
J Cox 26.56 joint finish!
M Churcher 30.01
R.Adams 34.37
BRCC 10m p912/10 19th Aug
B Hall 27.40
J Cox 28.07
M Churcher 30.37
R Adams 35.08

EVENTS TO ENTER
TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB RIDES for the Autumn. Meet at Churchers Corner 6.45pm for a two hour leg
relaxing ride in the quiet countryside and quick drink before cycling home. Paul Whitehead usually leading.
If you want to check if a ride is on, if the weather looks dodgy, ring the Editor. Number on front page.
Track riding on Friday nights using Road Bikes: 6.30pm to 7.30pm. (and soon to be Wednesdays
again for training too! See you down there. Usually 3 or 4 HRC riders attend).
£3 adults, childrens less! Mountbatten Centre floodlit outdoor track, Portsmouth. All abilities welcome.
Then Track riding on Friday nights using Fixed gear Bikes: 7.30pm to 8.30pm, (fixed bikes for hire).
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